HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
Blue Like Jazz is a movie that tells the story of one person’s search to discover God for
himself. It is a story that involves doubt, insecurity, bad behavior, questioning and an honest
look at what it takes to have a faith of your own, not merely one that you inherit from family or
a church community. Questions are here to help you think and explore through a biblical lens.
Answer just a few, or go deeper. Enjoy the conversation!

THEME 1: KNOWLEDGE VS. BELIEF
Read 1 Corinthians 13:12
The film explores the idea that some people – and some churches – approach faith more like a
rulebook for life or a set of answers to all of life’s questions rather than as a space in which to
question, doubt and explore the mysteries of life. If God is perfect, and if the Church is God’s
Body on Earth, then it should be perfect too, right? So when that illusion begins to crumble,
it can lead to a crisis of faith.
Q1

Has there been a time when you felt that organized religion let you down personally?
How did you respond? How did that experience shape your understanding of God?

Q2

How are questions about God and faith handled in your family? Your church?

GO DEEPER
Luke 6:37-45 speaks to the issue of hypocrisy and true religion.
•

Are you sometimes more concerned about the actions or behaviors of others
than those of your own life and heart?

•

How can you be someone who reflects the life of Jesus to others?

“What if God
is trying to
compose
something?
What if the
stars are notes,
swirling in
the blue,
like jazz?”
– Don

THEME 2: FAITH VS. INTELLECT
Don’s father challenges him with the statement, “A brain like that, working for a church?
You only believe that stuff because you’re afraid to hang out with people who don’t.”

Read Luke 7:18-50
Q1

Did Jesus ever spend time with people who thought differently than him?
What were those interactions like?

Q2

What can Christians do to begin to overcome negative stereotypes as people
who do not engage with culture?

GO DEEPER
Find a Psalm that shows the psalmist questioning God.
•

What do you discover in the dialogue of the Psalm you have chosen?

THEME 3: CONFESSION AND FORGIVENESS
A key turning point in the film is when Don reclaims his faith for himself, not on the terms
laid out by others, but by accepting God’s real presence in his own life. In doing so, he feels
compelled to confess, not just for his own sins, but also those of the Church as a whole.
A moving exchange between Don and the character “the Pope” ensues to conclude the movie.

Read Matthew 5:1-16
Q3

How can we embody our identity as light and salt in this world as we follow Christ?

Q4

Don takes the bold risk of confessing to people. Are there risks we can take to enable
us to help others (and ourselves) better understand issues of faith?

“There was a
time when I
thought I knew
everything.”
– Don

“Meaning?
The universe
doesn’t owe us
meaning, son.
If you want
meaning, I
suggest you try
a dictionary.”
– Mr. Larkin
(Atheist debater)

GO DEEPER
James 5:16 and consider:
•

What would it be like if we practiced prayer and confession with one another regularly?
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*The impact of movies, television and theater on culture is profound, shaping how

